Israel’s war zone awash in U.S. arms

Lethal weaponry floods in out of the public eye as alarm builds over tactics

BY JOHN HUDSON
The United States has quietly approved and delivered more than 160 separate foreign military sales to Israel since the Gaza war began Oct. 7, amounting to thousands of precision-guided missiles, artillery shells, and ammunition. These sales include tank ammunition, precision-guided munitions and other arms that will probably hit the war-torn Palestinian enclave. The military sales to Israel have been a chronic concern for the Biden administration, which is trying to keep Secretary of State Antony Blinken on track for a comprehensive Middle East peace plan.

Hackers enumerated

A Russian hacking group that is believed to be part of Russia’s military intelligence service has been targeting U.S. and European firms since at least 2015, according to a new report by cybersecurity firm Check Point Research.

The hackers, known as Invisible Hand, have been using malicious code to access corporate networks and steal sensitive information.

Haley’s exit clears path for Trump

BY DIANA WALLS AND AMY B WANG
CHARTERS, S.C. — Nikki Haley, a former U.S. ambassador and governor of South Carolina, has announced she is running for Trump with no major opponents left on the Republican side of the 2024 presidential contest.

“I am so grateful to have your voice behind me. I have

But she doesn’t endorse, urging him to ‘earn’ support from her voters

Haley wasの大意が

“I have no regrets,” Haley said Wednesday morning. “Not although I’ll no longer be able to use my voice for the things I believe in.”

Biden continues to work

BY DANIELLE DUVAL-GABRIEL AND TRISTAN L持久
Before President Biden took office,ァルツァー washington Post

The U.S. Department of Justice has charged hundreds of people with law enforcement programs, such as providing funds to support the war in Gaza, with providing support to Hamas, the militant group that controls Gaza.

McDonnell-Cuffe’s loss

McDonnell-Cuffe’s loss of $1.2 million in public funding was ordered by a federal judge in 2018, who found that the Business Development Agency had improperly awarded her millions of dollars in grants.

In Gaza, young lives cut short by hunger

16 children have died of malnutrition, all but one in the north

BY SHAWN HENRICKS AND HASSAN BAHR
MBS, Britain’s richest man, was born in a hospital with no electricity, the day after he was conceived. From complications of malnutrition, her mother and father died. She survived on a diet of bread and tea, and learned to speak before she could walk.

Sahar al-Zebdda

On Feb. 27, with her underfed and hungry family公主, the 12-year-old, was charged with murder.

Racially targeted in the north

She died 47 days later, killed by bullets,” her father, Abdul Razzak, said. Her parents had been unable to obtain medical care for her.”

Malnutrition

In the past month, more than 100 separate foreign military sales have been approved by the Biden administration, including $621 billion in loans and credits to the United Arab Emirates.

Middle East peace

The Middle East peace process has been stalled for years, with no real progress in sight. The United States, which has been the leader in efforts to broker a peace deal, has put the process on hold.

Climate change
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ELECTION 2024

Reap election is on in earnest

BY TAYLOR OGRISSENA and TIAGO ARAUJO
President Biden’s campaign aides have long said that if their presidential run became a clear contrast between two cliques, their electoral prospects would improve. Their latest efforts are expected to take shape in the form of a primary challenge to Biden’s leader- ship, with the White House’s recent focus on efforts to draw a clear contrast with the Republican Party’s nominee.

Biden’s fundraising:

No top names this far.

BY ANNE KRAUS
In the weeks leading up to the 2024 Democratic National Convention, former Vice President Joe Biden has been on top in fundraising.

Debt relief advocates say the $9 billion forgiven isn’t enough for voters

BY ERIC SUZMAN
Debt relief advocates say the $9 billion forgiven isn’t enough for voters to want to support Biden’s campaign.

Biden is leading

According to a recent poll, Biden is leading with 53% of the vote.

The reactions of both men to the 2024 presidential race have been mixed. Biden’s team has been focused on building a coalition of moderate and progressive voters, while Trump’s team has been focused on appealing to conservative voters.
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